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Abstract Global organizations, including the World Health Organization 
(WHO), the Environmental Protection Agency of the United States (US-EPA) 
and the European Atomic Energy Community (EURATOM) recognize that 
radon gas as one of the main contributors to environmental radiation exposure 
for humans. Accordingly, a study and analysis of the indoors radon concentrate 
in the Cholula Pyramid contributes to understand the Radon dynamic inside 
of the Pyramid tunnels and to evaluate the radiological health risk to visitors, 
archaeologists, anthropologists and persons who spend extended periods 
inside the Pyramid. In this paper, the radon measurements along the Pyramid 
tunnels are presented. The Nuclear Track Methodology (NTM) was chosen for 
the measurements, using a close end-cup device developed at the Dosimetry 
Application Project (DAP) of the Physics Institute UNAM, following very well 
established protocols for the chemical etching and reading with the Counting 
Analysis Digital Imaging System (CADIS). The Cholula Pyramid consists of 
eight stages of constructions, each built in different periods of time. Cholula 
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Pyramid is recognized as the pyramid with the largest base in the World, with 
400 meters per side and 65 meters high. The tunnels of the pyramid were built 
in 1931 by architect Ignacio Marquina, with the aim of exploring and studying 
the structure. The results show an important indoor radon concentration in the 
measured tunnels, several times higher than levels recommended by United 
States Environmental Protection Agency (US-EPA). The recommendation will 
be to mitigate the radon concentration levels, in order to avoid unnecessary 
exposition to the people. 
Keywords: Indoor radon, radon concentration, Nuclear Track Methodology, 
Cholula pyramid 
1. INTRoduCTIoN 
The Great Cholula Pyramid is the main building of the Cholula Archaeological 
Zone, historic site which is located in the valley of Puebla-Tlaxcala between 
the municipalities of San Pedro Cholula and San Andrés Cholula seven 
kilometers from the city of Puebla of Zaragoza, capital of one of the 32 
states that comprise the Mexican Republic. The valley of Puebla-Tlaxcala is 
located in the Mexican Central Plateau at 2000 meters above sea level and 
is bounded on the north by the slopes of Tlaxcala block, to the west by the 
foothills of the Sierra Nevada where the Popocatepetl volcano is also located, 
on the east by the volcano La Malinche and south by the state of Puebla. 
Due to its geographical characteristics, the valley of Puebla-Tlaxcala, which 
enjoys good fertility by the presence of rivers, was the scene of an important 
cultural development in Mesoamerican history, forming significant part of 
the three great cultural horizons established by archaeologists to subdivide 
Mesoamerican development: Preclassic, Classic and Post Classic. Cholula 
Archaeological Zone has three areas equipped for public visits; First the Site 
Museum of the Archaeological Zone, second a travel within one of the tunnels 
dug inside the Great Pyramid consisting of approximately 280 meters long in 
the same plane artificially lit, and finally the so-called open area of Cholula 
Archaeological Zone that consists of the ceremonial courtyards south and west 
of the Great Pyramid.
1.1 Cholula, the “holy City” 
It was essentially the remarkable fertility that gave him since ancient times 
the Atoyac River and its tributaries to this vast valley what established the 
attractive, that around the VI and V centuries before the Christian era pre-
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Columbian settlers chose this place to settle there and build their homes and 
ritual buildings and with the passage of time and the increase in population, 
thanks to the facilities for agriculture and trade, they managed to build a 
prominent prehispanic city; having as distinctive feature the construction of 
successive pyramidal bases, the latter of which is one of the greatest monuments 
of antiquity. Various explorations at the site revealed temporary depopulations 
by intermittent eruptions of Popocatepetl volcano, but it is the richness of 
this basin which led to the permanence of the inhabitants of Cholula from its 
origins to the present day [17].
That prehispanic city was subject to violent invasions by indigenous groups 
that arrived from distant regions giving rise to the presence of at least two 
very different ethnic groups together to establish two somewhat separate urban 
areas, on the one hand the original founders whose descendants recognize 
himself as the “colomoxcas” and other invaders coming from successive waves 
outside, known as cholultecas. It is not entirely clear about the meaning of the 
word Cholula, for the majority comes from the verb cholloa that lexicographer 
French Rémi Simeon interpreted as: run, jump, settle, so its meaning would 
be: “place of escape” [16]. It is able to interpret so if a relationship with the 
Toltec-Chichimec is performed, who fled from Tollan (Tula) to journey to the 
city of the “Great Pyramid”, then known as Tlachihualtepec, whose meaning is 
“where the artificial hill is”. However other people like Cayetano Reyes García, 
a professor at El Colegio de Michoacan, believes that originally the name of 
the place where rose the Great Pyramid was Achole, that means: the water that 
seeps from the damming or, in popular terms, water Runny [15]; in reference 
to the first settlers, of original still controversial, who settled on the edge of a 
spring which considered sacred for mysterious reasons and they called later 
as Aquiahuac, becoming the ideal site to build the first temple, probably with 
the thought -universally extended- that this water will sanctify the basement. 
Successive temples were built always covering the immediately preceding, at 
her as having magical and religious point of reference this spring. Along with 
this sacred structure was many other building to house the devotions of the 
faithful to other deities, promoting religious and sacred appeal of that city. 
It is not known exactly how that city was originally called but it is possible 
to be known as Tlachihualtepec, Machihualtépec or Tlamachihualtépetl “hill 
handmade earth”; the truth is that the Holy City was the natural center of all 
the near and far surrounding villages, attached with her in the religious and 
tax aspects, recognized as forced place of pilgrimage and whose prosperity 
invited many people to migrate to these lands. The vital center of the city, until 
the eighth century after the Christian era, was the colossal pyramid structure 
or “holy mountain” which housed the huey teocalli or the “Great Temple” 
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dedicated to the deity called Chiconahui Quiáhuitl (9 Rain) destroyed in a 
violent invasion by indigenous groups (the Toltec-Chichimec) who occupy the 
west side of the already ancient city. The destroyers built a new basement and 
teocalli (enclosure God) that much later dedicated to Yacatecuhtli, the patron 
of traders, with what Cholula was newly founded becoming one of the largest 
markets and assortments of Mesoamerica [12].
1.2 The Great Cholula Pyramid
The enigma of the original builders of the Great Pyramid has always 
provoked the most varied explanations from indigenous times, and with the 
reestablishment of Cholula by the Toltec-Chichimec these revolved around 
mythological events linked with the “giants”, those beings who occupied the 
world after the creation of the cosmos, including one called Xelhua who would 
have been, according to the indigenous document: Telleriano Remensis Codex, 
the builder of the pyramid [14]. Moreover, the Nahua Indians mentioned that 
before the arrival of the Toltecs the Olmec-Xicalanca dominate the region 
between what is now Cholula and Tlaxcala [9], researchers now call historical 
Olmecs to differentiate them from the builders of the cities of southern 
Veracruz and north of Tabasco.
The Great Pyramid by its splendor and dimensions, 400 meters on each 
side and 65 meters high, is the largest and most important construction 
not only of Cholula but also of the entire valley of Puebla-Tlaxcala and is 
ranked as the pyramid with the basement of greater volume in the world. This 
stunning piece of engineering is the result of centuries of accumulation of 
large structures identified in our time by researchers as constructive stages. 
Such splendor is reflected in the many written opinions that left European 
explorers; for example, Alexander von Humboldt, German expeditionary and 
prestigious scientist from the time of the Spanish conquest, that compares the 
magnificence of the Great Pyramid with the pyramids of Teotihuacan, Egypt 
and Babylon and is the first person to recommend “dig a gallery through 
teocalli of Cholula to study inside “ [8].
In 1931, one hundred Twenty-seven years later the recommendation of 
the explorer, the Department of Monuments of SEP, under the direction of 
Engineer Jose Reygadas Vertiz commissioned the architect Emilio Cuevas, 
Mr. Ignacio Herrera and Mr. Marino Gomez to begin excavation work at the 
pyramid same start in September of that year on the north side of the pyramid. 
The strategy employed and successfully tested inside of the Pyramid of the 
Sun at Teotihuacan consisted of digging and tunneling, with an angular roof 
to distribute the load effectively, which allow finding the fronts of overlapping 
structures, following its contours and then permeating in search of the next [1]. 
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Shortly after, the work was entrusted to the architect Ignacio Marquina Barredo, 
who decided to open two tunnels go through the entire pyramid, from north 
to south and from east to west, cutting buildings that comprise overlapping 
each other make up the Great Pyramid [11]. The exploration unexpectedly 
turned out to be more complex due to the huge number of walls that found as 
they advanced the excavations and unable to follow the perimeters of each of 
them it was favored expose portions of the contours of largest buildings. From 
these early excavations and the pottery found at the site, analyzed later by Mr. 
Eduardo Noguera to know their age [13], it came to the conclusion that the 
Great Pyramid consists of five overlapping or construction stages, whose age 
of the first four would date from the Preclassic and Classic period mainly. It 
can also be concluded that the material used in all stages was the adobe. The 
first constructive step consists in a pyramidal structure and would be oriented 
towards the west with a deviation from the north of 17 degrees, almost square 
and having its sides east and west 113 meters and in the north and south 107 
meters. It also features panels decorated with yellow, black and red whose 
images represent human skulls. Marquina considers that this first stage was built 
around the year 250 after the Christian era. The second stage, also pyramidal, 
would consist of nine superposed bodies with steps (eleven steps by body) in 
all the building, symmetrically uninterrupted by drains coming from the top of 
the building and have a dimension of 190 meters on each side and 34 meters 
from height. The third stage are platforms on which are located non pyramidal 
structures as above, with dimensions of 52 meters north to south and 40 meters 
from east to west. The east side to the west also has a limited staircase by 
balustrades. The fourth construction stage covers entirely the three previous 
buildings with adobe. This platform is about 400 meters per side and 25 meters 
high. The fifth stage corresponds to other annexes to the Great Pyramid sets, it 
is about buildings belonging to Posclásico such as a tomb known as “Altar de 
los Craneos” where skeletal remains of a male individual were found and one 
female accompanied by offerings [10].
In 1966 a process starts to expand the exploration on the south side of 
the Great Pyramid by the so-called “Cholula Project”, this time directed 
by the architect Miguel Messmacher. In this new project they were opened 
stratigraphic wells that allowed to find four large basements near the main 
building, among them it highlights a building that presents decorated shaped 
T. This project was suspended to make way for traditional archeology that 
completed these works to excavate other sets in the south side of the Great 
Pyramid as the buildings known as “Patio de los Altares” and “Mural de los 
Bebedores”. The project finally ended in 1971 with over 10 kilometers of 
tunnels that crossed deviously the inside of the pyramid [10]. 
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The amount of data obtained with the excavation of the tunnels resulted 
overwhelming for the researchers of those decades so they decided to make 
models based more on generals sketches that in the planes of each of the 
tunnels. But new technologies have made it possible to process all that 
data and by using technology called Total Station and computer assisted 
software (CAD) have been able to develop accurate plans so far 30% of 
the tunnels and modeling virtually. These new data suggest the existence 
of three other constructive stages. The first is around the first constructive 
stage, a segment that sticks out in one of the deepest tunnels not previously 
reported reflects a substructure which was called later as “Edificio de la 
Olla”. Still you cannot specify its shape and dimensions but it is known 
that it is built of adobe and carbon-14 dating shows that was built in the 
first century, and measures more than 34 meters east-west and less than 6 
meters high. The second is another substructure built around 100 A.D., with 
a base of 107.41 meters east-west by 113 meters north-south and a height of 
17 meters later known as “Edificio de los Chapulines”. This substructure if 
was reported by Marquina but new records modified a series of data, mainly 
design than originally reported. Finally, the “Edificio de los Tableros Lisos” 
a substructure not previously reported made of adobe in the second half of 
the second century, would reach 145 meters north-south by 178 meters east-
west and between 18 and 19 meters high. Other materials that make up the 
Great Pyramid also adobe are, limestone for the flagstone and lime and sand 
for the finishing [18].
An accepted interpretation by most researchers to understand the reason 
which led to a culture to build a structure over another not only in the Great 
Pyramid of Cholula but in many of the Mesoamerica pyramids, was the 
manifestation of power of their leaders each once a significant political 
or ideological change occurred; thereby obtaining two advantages: get 
a monument larger and save on materials. It also they appropriate of the 
sacredness of the old building. This manifestation of power was also used 
by the Spanish, because in the top of the Great Pyramid was erected in the 
year of 1594 a sanctuary known as “Nuestra Señora de los Remedios”, also 
as symbol of the Spanish evangelization against the Indian world. When the 
Spaniards arrived to Cholula the Great Pyramid looked like a natural hill 
with signs of having been abandoned for centuries before, its coating showed 
dismantled and vegetation flourish on it, but the natives knew well that this 
was not an ordinary elevation of the land but an archaic and revered human 
work [18]. About the reason that the people who settled around the Great 
Pyramid of Cholula decided to leave the place continues to be debated to 
this day.
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2. MeThodoLoGy ANd MATeRIALs 
The passive method of integration by Nuclear Track Methodology (NTM) 
[6] was used in the evaluation of the radon levels inside of the Cholula 
Pyramid tunnels. The detector material was CR-39 (allyl diglycol carbonate) 
chosen because of its high sensitivity. This CR-39 material is 750 mm thick, 
cut in 1.8×0.9 cm2, and labeled with a laser beam. Each polycarbonate 
chip comes supplied with an attached 60 μm protective foil to reduce 
background exposure and damage due to handling. The device chosen to 
measure radon was the cup system [4], and it consists of a cup with a 330 
ml volume, and a drying material to keep the relative humidity constant. In 
total 20 cups were placed, each hung to 20 centimeters from the ceiling. Of 
all the tunnels are dug into the Cholula Pyramid we choose those who are not 
directly connected to the main tunnels or those who are less than 25 meters 
long, this because such tunnels have airflow and since radon is preferably 
concentrated in places where there are no air currents was more probably to 
obtain greater concentration in these areas, besides that most of these tunnels 
are used by professionals to carry out research of an archaeological nature. 
We place the detectors in cavities and small branches that were standing 
inside the tunnels. It was not possible to place detectors in all tunnels that has 
these characteristics due to various reasons, for example, some tunnels have 
landslides or mudslides so it is not possible to access all areas safely, also we 
do not use any tunnel that had access to the general public or where special 
guided tours are conducted to prevent people hit or extracted detectors. Figure 
2 shows a map with the lifting of the tunnels of the pyramid, also shows an 
Figure 1: Photographs taken by us. (a) Picture of the Great Pyramid of Cholula 
completely covered by vegetation. At the summit it’s possible to observe the sanctuary 
of Nuestra Señora de los Remedios. (b) Scale model located at the Site Museum in 
Cholula Archaeological Zone showing the southeast side of the Great Pyramid.
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Figure 2: (a) Map of lifting of the tunnels of the Cholula Pyramid (scale 1: 750) 
[2]. With a box indicates the area where they were placed detectors. (b) Enlarged 
section of the map. A small square indicates the location of each detector placed, and 
a number accompanies each square to identify.
 (a) (b)
approach to the area where the detectors were placed, indicating the location 
of each detector with a number. The CR-39 Detectors, were exposed during 3 
months inside the tunnels in the winter period, choosing this period to avoid 
the rainy season. Finally, other detectors were attached to the measurement 
 (a) (b)
Figure 3: Photographs taken by us. (a) Picture of one of the tunnels of the Great 
Pyramid. (b) A device-cup placed in a cavity in one of the tunnels.
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process to be used as reference samples and calibration. After their exposure, 
the detectors were removed and chemically etched simultaneously, for 18 h 
in a 6.25M KOH solution to 60°C ± 2°C. After the chemical treatment, the 
etched CR-39 track detectors have been washed in distilled water and dried, 
following an established protocol [3]. The readings of each detector were 
done afterwards with an automatic system [7]. 
3. ResuLTs ANd dIsCussIoN  
The tracks count results show a significant concentration of radon in the 20 
detectors placed within the selected tunnels in the pyramid. This concentration 
detector Code Average Radon Level
( )
01 816 ± 164





































Table 1: Amount of radon found for each detector in Becquerels per cubic meter.
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of radon is mainly due to the contribution of the 222Rn that emerges from 
underground [5]. Table 1, shows the amount of radon found for each detector 
number indicated on the map of Figure 2.
In Table 1 it can be seen that the detectors 8 and 9 are those with the highest 
concentrations of radon. In general, no identified areas showing increased 
activity of radon over others, neither a particular dynamics of radon behavior 
is observed within the tunnels, but rather a widespread concentration with 
some tunnels with more activity with respect to others. Although not placed 
detectors in all tunnels which do not have proper air circulation but because the 
20 detectors placed show that significant concentration of radon, we observe 
the high possibility that all tunnels, forks and cavities that not have this proper 
ventilation can present these important concentrations. This can be understood 
if we observe the first conclusions proposed by Marquina and his team after 
finishing the first excavation; in these first conclusions Marquina noted that the 
fourth constructive stage consisted of a structure that covered with adobe in its 
entirety all previous construction stages, so practically this structure remains 
locked all previous buildings to this, without allowing the possibility of output 
air and probably of most radon coming from the subsoil, so that radon can only 
move through tunnels with air circulation, ie the main tunnels (to lead these 
with exit to the outside of the enclosure) and those having a length greater than 
25 meters (that are commonly connected to the mains), and concentrated in 
places that do not have this air circulation. Figure 4, shows two micrographs, 
one belong to the detector that presents the highest average radon concentration 
(detector 8); and the second the lower concentration (detector 16).
Based on these results and comparing them with doses of radon 
recommended by the US-EPA as a limit value which may be subject a person 
in a closed workspace (148 Bq/m3) [19] we recommend that archaeologists, 
Figure 4: (a) One of the micrographs of detector 8, 10x magnification. (b) One of the 
micrographs of detector 16, 10x magnification.
 (a) (b)
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anthropologists, architects and people in general not they must spend many 
hours a week inside the tunnels and cavities that lack adequate ventilation so that 
these are not subject to unnecessary doses of radon. If a person requires being 
inside the tunnels for many hours, we recommend placing fans, positioning 
them so as to allow circulate air in from its position toward the tunnels that 
having a length greater than 25 meters, that have proper ventilation. If it’s not 
possible to place fans is recommended to use the device manufactured in the 
IFUNAM that allows mitigate radon levels to make them safe. 
4. CoNCLusIoN
The Great Pyramid of Cholula is one of the most important pre-Hispanic 
buildings in Mesoamerica. It is constituted by at least seven constructive 
stages, whose original architects possibly were the Olmec-Xicalanca, and of 
which the first was erected in about the first century of the Christian era. The 
last constructive stage confined the previous, avoiding the air outlet and the 
greater amount of radon gas coming from the subsoil. The tunnels dug to study 
the different constructive stages in 1931 by the architect Ignacio Marquina 
are places where they can concentrate radon; specifically, in those tunnels, 
cavities and bifurcations that do not have proper air circulation, so that all 
people who spend many hours in them will be subjected to doses above those 
recommended by the US-EPA values. Therefore, it is recommended to mitigate 
radon levels using fans or special equipment such as invented in the IFUNAM. 
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